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ROSE mourns the loss of her god-father. Sta
nd-
ing sponsor of the infant Institute which
his friend, whose name we are proud to bear, left
when the silent messenger summoned him hence,
right nobly was the trust fulfilled. To Mr. Jose-
phus Collett, president of the Board of Managers
must be ascribed in the largest degree the success of
our great Institute. The policy which has gained
for Rose its enviable name was the policy of Mr.
Collett. Successful business man, he carried his
business principles into the management of the
Institute, he gave it his time and attention, he
was its champion to the last. Yet, Mr. Collett
was hardly known to the students; always retiring,
it has remained for others to acquaint us of his
great work for us. So smoothly has the manage-
ment guided the Institute that either the hand
of a master was recognized or no hand at all sus-
pected; now the Master hand is appreciated by
all. Not only did Mr. Collett occupy himself
with the administrative department, but he also
took a personal interest in the students and many
a deserving young man has he aided through the
Institute, although ever in the quiet, unassuming
manner unnoticed to the students at large. The
influence of Mr. Collett has been far reaching;
we have felt i1 without knowing its source, we
do well in honoring the memory of this man,
our friend, our benefactor.
*
THE condition of the sidewalks, save the mark,leading to the Institute is such to demand
immediate attention by the proper authorities.
Nearly ninety per cent. of the students are
obliged to travel on Locust street from the rail-
road tracks to the Institute four times daily and
yet there is not a paved walk in the whole dis-
tance, and on rainy days this stretch is some-
thing that the shabbiest village might well be
ashamed of, not to mention the disgrace to such
a city as Terre Haute. That a body of students,
spending annually in this city over fifty thou-
sand dollars, should be compelled to wade
through mud and water almost ankle deep to
reach an institution of learning well within the
city limits, betrays an anomalous condition in
municipal affairs for the end of the nineteenth
century. Granted that the R. P. I. grounds are
situated in a somewhat out of the way portion of
the city, is it any reason why proper improve-
ments should be neglected, rather a cause for.
more care? Cases innumerable can be cited
where mere villages have constructed the finest
of pavements for blocks and blocks to give suit-
able means of access to colleges located within
and in many cases without the corporate bounds.
It is indeed strange that a city should neglect
such a manifest duty. Of course the Institute is
a fixture here and whether walks are built or
pontoon bridges constructed for emergencies, or
the present mire...or dust, as it may be in turn,
left, students will'rnanage in some way to reach
the Institute. As a matter of fair minded jus-
tice improvements should be ordered at once.
As a business proposition Terre Haute cannot
afford to neglect it longer. Under existing cir-
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cumstances one cannot carry away with him an
exalted opinion of the enterprise of a city in
which during four years of his life he was
obliged each rainy day to don rubber boots in
order to navigate its streets in safety. The In-
stitute is not doing itself justice to stand idly by;
we believe that a determined effort on the part of
Faculty and Trustees would accomplish the de-
sired result, and hope that such influence may be
brought to bear upon the city authorities, that
another year will not find the streets and walks
leading to R. P. I. in the crude, we might say
primeval condition of to-day.
N the rise and fall of the Electrical club his-
tory has repeated itself, and ohe more organi-
zation is numbered among the dead. With a
knowledge of what has gone before it will cer-
tainly require most earnest enthusiasts to soon
take upon themselves the task of forming other
organizations of any kind, within the Institute.
Rose seems not to abound in the elements favor-
able to the growth and stability of clubs. Just how
this is we shall not undertake to say although a
few possible reasons can be briefly outlined.
First, of course, here as every other place where
an excuse is needed comes the Rose man's time-
honored "No time," which vanishes before in-
creasing interest, and then the conflicting hour-
plans of the various classes step in, making it
almost impossible to select a time of meeting
'without striking some one's "hard night,"
while the lack of a centrally located place
of assembling has been much of a drawback.
Then our men do not take an active interest in
these "leisure hour" societies. The resources of a
comparatively large city make it unnecessary to
look within our own ranks for means of enter-
tainment, as college men of smaller towns must
do. In this line we show an inclination to take
the ready-made rather than make for ourselves.
Our small numbers do not give occasion for the
formation of internal organizations, and through-
out the Institute all that is ever needed to unite
it in one compact brotherhood are the opening
strains of "R. P.! R. P.!"
THE interest taken in the R. P. I. class at theY. M. C. A. gymnasium is timely. This year
will be a critical one for Rose athletics, and if we
maintain our supremacy a great deal of good, hard
training will have to be done. The colleges in
the state association are putting forth increased
effort in this line. Purdue's gold medals to all
record breakers will be an additional incentive to
her forces, while physical directors in other col-
leges will, no doubt, make a change in the old
standings. Our disastrous base ball experience of
last season should serve as a warning that past glo-
ries, unsupported by present ability, will avail
nothing. Athletic victories, as all other triumphs,
are not the fruit of the hour, but the result of
long, careful preparation. The Y. M. C. A. class
in physical training, under the guidance of an
efficient instructor, affords an opportunity for
the necessary training, which should not be neg-
lected.
ONE of our professors recently said to themembers of a class that he wished they
would ask questions whenever anything came up
which was not thoroughly understood. Said he,
"if you do not see some simple step, it is as hard
to you as a difficult one; ask about it." Students
differ widely in their views upon this subject;
some have an inbred dislike to asking questions
in a class, and frequently miss a valuable fact
rather than speak out, while others are constantly
popping up with all sorts of inconsequential que-
lies. A change would be beneficial in each case.
Do not hesitate to say that a thing is not clear
to you; but do not expect the professor to do your
own thinking for you, he sometimes has other
things to occupy his time.
*
ACOMBINATION of circumstances have de-layed the publication of this month's
TECHNIC beyond the usual time. It is the in-
tention to get the paper out about the middle of
the month but occasionally the limit is over-
stepped and we hope that our friends will pardon
this which the press of other duties smetimes
makes unavoidable.
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WE take pleasure in announcing the electionof Mr. A. L. Robinson, '95, to the edito-
rial board of THE TECHNIC, and bespeak for him
the courtesies shown to the rest of the staff; in
fact an increase in the same. As the board has
endeavored to bring forth a paper worthy of our
Institute so will Mr. Robinson lend us help in
the undertaking and we trust that he may re-
ceive the hearty cooperation of all.
THE Oratorical contest is now the subject ofgreatest interest to our sister colleges in the
state. Whatever institution the lucky winner
may belong to, we hope that Indiana may again
carry off the inter-state honors.
THE Institute button has been ordered.Through a sudden change of heart the letter
R was dropped and the badge will come forth in
the neat simplicity of half rose, half white. Now
let each man in the Institute buy one as soon as
they are for sale, and the purchase will never be
regretted.
THE attendance of the students upon the fu-neral of Josephus Collett was a mark of re-
spect to the departed in which the students hon-
ored themselves by turning out in such large
numbers. Attendance as a body seldom means
all that the word implies; it did in this case.
JOSE PHUS COLLETT.
BY LESLIE D. THOMAS, ESQ., MEMBER OF THE BOARD OF MANAGERS.
Josephus Collett was born in Eugene, Indiana,
August, 1831, and died in Terre Haute, February
13, 1893. Those dates mark the beginning and
the end of a most active and useful life. On the
paternal side he came from a long line of able
and distinguished ancestry, while his mother's
was of sturdy Holland stock, and to her, he often
said, he was indebted for much of the best train-
ing of his youth, and her precepts had great in-
fluence over his life. His early school days were
spent in Eugene and Terre Haute. He entered
Wabash College, taking the classical course through
the Junior year, when he was compelled to aban-
don his studies by an affection of the eyes, going
east for treatment and spending many months in
darkened rooms. He consoled himself during
those long months of physical pain and mental rest-
lessness, by furnishing the money to pay the ex-
penses of a young friend in a medical college, the
principal of which, many years after, he con-
sented to receive again, but interest on the same
he positively refused to touch.
After the restoration of his eyesight he engaged
in general business in Vermillion, county, soon
becoming one of its most active and prominent
citizens. In 1869, foreseeing the great develop-
ment of this region and the necessity for direct
communication between the Ohio River and Chi-
cago, backed by the financial aid of Chauncey
Rose, he undertook the construction of the rail-
road from Terre Haute to Danville, Ill. Another
company was building from Chicago to Danville.
At that time began those intimate relations be-
tween those two remarkable men, Chauncey Rose
and Josephus Collett. It is true they had been
friends from Mr. Collett's youth, but now they
came into daily contact. Mr. Rose furnished
$100,000 of his own money; Mr. Collett raised
subscriptions to the amount of $300,000, and
then, by the sale of bonds, a sufficient amount
was secured to build and equip the road. The
selection of every foot of the route, the purchase
of all the material, the construction of every
grade, cut, culvert and bridge, in short, the ex-
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penditure of every dollar of the money was under
the direct supervision of Mr. Collett, and the re-
sult was a model road, with no suspicion, even,
of jobbery, and Mr. Collett received as the reward
for his labors. a vote of the fullest confidence of
the stockholders and the proud consciousness of
having performed his full duty. For ten years
he was President and General Manager, always
by the unanimous vote of the share-holders. He
carried the road through the great panic of 1873;
managed the road with consummate ability, bear-
ing up under the great labor he performed, al-
though he thought sometimes that he would
break down and often wished that he might be
relieved. -
On May 1, 1880, he leased the E., T. H. & C.
R. R. to the Chicago & Eastern Illinois R. R. Co.,
and with a feeling of great relief retired from
the presidency. But such a man could not re-
main idle, and his field of labor was simply en-
larged. We shall not speak of his other business
enterprises. Let us rather recur to his relations
with Mr. Rose and the Polytechnic Institute.
Mr. Collett had always been greatly interested in
the education of young men. With his strong
love of the natural sciences and the practical side
of life, it is no wonder that Mr. Collett had con-
ceived the idea of the establishment of a scientific
school. Mr. Rose had contributed large sums to
educational and charitable purposes. The rela-
tionsbetween the two men had become so intimate
that Mr. Rose naturally consulted him as well as
numerous others as to the 'disposition of his prop-
erty. He was swayed by Mr. Collett's plan and
adopted it. The result was the Polytechnic In-
stitute, with its grounds, its buildings, its endow-
ments, its teachers and its students. Now that
both men have gone from earth to their reward,
this revelation, which Mr. Collett would not per-
mit-during his life, reflects honor upon the large-
minded philanthropy alike of Mr. Collett and Mr.
Rose, as well as upon the unswerving faithfulness
of Mr. Collett to the memory of his friend, de-
parted but not forgotten.
Mr. Rose selected him as one of the first Board
of Managers, and as Vice President of the board,
and also appointed him as one of the executors of
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his estate. It is known to all how faithful he has
been in the discharge of all his duties in both ca-
pacities. Upon the death of Mr. Rose, Mr. Collett
succeeded to the presidency of the Board of Man-
agers.
For fifteen years he devoted to this institution
a great deal of his time and much of his best
thought. He was the actual leader in every effort
to increase its usefulness. In the management of
its endowment fund he was active. In the selec-
tion of its Faculty he took the greatest interest,
traveling over nearly the entire country visiting
various institutions of learning, conferring with
the leading educators of our land, and correspond-
ing with many whom he could not visit in person.
His interest, however, did not stop with money
and faculty. He was constantly inquiring after
the conduct of the students and as to their pro-
gress in their studies. His watchful eye was upon
both professor and student. He was not only a
practical man, but he was also a lover of the beau-
tiful in every sense of the term. He was a reader
and was a good judge of style, and often expressed
great regret that more attention could not be given
to the study of English and the cultivation of the
art of writing and speaking, and lamented the
lack of it in many students and scientific writers.
It would be well for all students to remember his
opinion upon that subject, and as far as possible
follow his wishes.
During his last sickness the Rose Polytechnic
Institute, its needs, and its future pressed strongly
upon his mind. He felt that he was in a great de-
gree responsible for its being called into existence
and he was extremely solicitous for its growth.
When told that other friends were looking toward
its endowment his face beamed with pleasure,
though his body was racked with pain. Mr. Col-
lett was a student, a student of nature and of man,
of history, natural science and sociology, a lover
of literature and art.
His benevolence was so quiet and unostenta-
tious, that few, only, knew of the countless gifts
he made, although they cover all the years of his
manhood. His character was so well and so evenly
developed that it is difficult to determine what
quality predominated. But he was remarkable
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for industry, for integrity, for fidelity to friends,
for learning, for sympathy, for benevolence, for
kindliness. And possessing all these qualities, he
was modest even to diffidence. What more need
be told?
RESOLUTIONS OF RESPECT.
The following resolutions were adopted by the
Board of Managers of the Rose Polytechnic In-
stitute:
WHEREAS, It has pleased Divine Providence to
remove from his present field of usefulness our
late associate and coadjutor, Josephus Collett,
president of this Board, it is fitting that we, the
remaining members, should give public expres-
sion to our regard for him as an upright man,
our appreciation of his valuable services as a pub-
lic spirited citizen of Terre Haute, and bear testi-
mony to his wise and faithful administration of
the trusts confided to him by his friend the late
Chauncey Rose. We tender. his relatives our
sympathy in this their bereavement and as the
last mark of respect, we will attend the funeral
services in a body in conjunction with the mem-
bers of the faculty and students of the Rose Poly-
technic Institute.
The Faculty adopted the following at its meet-
ing on Tuesday:
The memory of Mr. Josephus Collett will ever
remain fresh in the Rose Polytechnic Institute.
For fifteen years, as president of the board of man-
agers, he has been a wise counselor to the further-
ing of the interests of the Institute. Its present
prosperity and the measure of success which has
attended it are in no small portion due to the un-
tiring efforts and loyal devotion of this tried friend.
As we look back upon the history of the Insti-
tute, Mr. Collett's far-seeing judgment becomes
strikingly apparent. At no time was the aim of
making the Institute independent and providing
for its future improvement and prosperity lost
sight of. Mr. Collett's good cheer and ready help,
his fertility of resource and energy of action in
bridging over and removing temporary difficulties
was so infectious that in looking forward the trials
of the present grow dim and the promise of the
future bright.
To every one connected with the Institute,
whether a member of the faculty or a student, he
was a friend in the best sense of the word. How
much he will be missed has been foreshadowed
by his enforced absence from the board by sick-
ness during the last months, though even when
harassed by pain he was ready to give good coun-
sel and advice in the affairs of the Rose Polytech-
nic. This, too, we will now have to miss, but in
memory and future action it will not be forgotten.
As a formal resolution, be it spread upon the
records of the Rose Polytechnic Institute, that in
Josephus Collett, president of the board of man-
agers of the Rose Polytechnic Institute since the
year 1877, during its entire school history, we have
lost by death an untiring official, wise counselor
and trusted friend; that we regard this as an ex-
pression of our deep sorrow and sense of loss;
that we cherish his memory as one untiring in
devotion, strong in help and tender in friendship;
that we wish and hope to continue our labors in
his spirit as far as may lie in our power; that the
regular exercises of the Institute be suspended
during such time as the body may lie in state,
. and that the faculty attend the funeral in a body.
The resolutions adopted by the students were:
Deeply conscious that in the death of Mr.
Josephus Collett, president of the Board of Mana-
gers, we, the students of Rose Polytechnic have
lost one who was our friend in the truest sense of
the word, be it
Resolved, That as we sincerely mourn the loss
of him, who during the entire existence of the
Institute has been its most zealous guide, the
student's ever ready helper, the champion of our
institution in all matters, we remember that we
grieve not alone; and be it
Resolved, That our heartfelt sympathy and con-
dolence be extended to his relatives in their
affliction.
Resolved, That a copy of these resolutions be
sent to his relatives, and that they be conveyed







BRIEF HISTORICAL REVIEW OF THE LAKES AND
GULF WATERWAY.
We can see by the ancient beach lines around
Chicago and at the head of the Great Lakes, that
their levee has, at one time, been from thirty to
thirty-five feet above that of to-day. The prin-
cipal outlet of this immense body of water was
to the Mississippi, with a flow of about twenty-
five feet over the present site of Chicago, through
the Desplaines and Illinois river valley, until na-
ture stopped its course with a handful of mud
and gravel. When this outlet was stopped it
turned toward the Atlantic, and now finds egress
through a passage which is, at the head of the Ni-
agara river, only thirty feet lower than the old
one.
Joliet, one of the first explorers of this part of
the country, suggested a cut across the divide for
purposes of navigation, and therefore with him
rests the honor of the idea of a partial resto-
ration of the old waterway. As the great west
became more and more settled and the commerce
of the lakes grew, the feasibility of the plan be-
came more and more apparent. Finally, in 1808,
in a report of Internal Means, prominent place
was given the project of a "Ship Canal" across
the "Chicago Portage." The subject came before
Congress about three years later, in a bill, along
with the projected Erie and other canals. The
scheme found some warm supporters and was
urged in connection with the Erie canal, to thus
make a waterway from the Hudson or Atlantic,
on the east, through almost the heart of the coun-
try, to the Gulf on the south.
In 1836, after various surveys and attempts to
get a waterway of a national character, the state
took the matter up and commenced to build a
canal from Chicago to the Illinois river, at La
Salle, and opened it for navigation in 1848. The
canal, as built, had a summit level about eight
feet above the lake, and was supplied from the
Calumet river by a feeder, through "the sag," a
branch of the ancient outlet of the Great Lakes.
In 1866-71, Chicago, in seeking a disposition
for her sewage, cut down the summit level to
that of the lake, thus establishing a gravity flow
from the Chicago river. This canal, as it now
stands, extends from the Chicago river, at Bridge-
port, to the Illinois, at LaSalle, a distance of
ninety-seven and a quarter miles, descends one
hundred and forty-six and one-half feet, is six
feet deep, sixty feet wide at the surface of the
water, thirty-six feet wide at the bottom in earth.
and forty-eight feet in rock. The locks are 100
feet long, eighteen feet wide and have six feet of
water over the miter sills.
As Chicago grew and the amount of sewage in-
creased, this small outlet afforded only very meager
relief. The Chicago river continued to flow into
the lake and carry with it contamination to Chi-
cago's water supply. In looking for a solution of
the problem of what to do with her sewage, Chi-
cago, of course, looked down the valley for relief.
In 1881-83 a pumping station was erected at
Bridgeport to increase the flow from the Chicago
river to the Illinois and Michigan canal, thus af-
fording a sort of temporary solution. Naturally
the people of the valley objected to having the
sewage sent down except it be through a ship
canal, and so diluted that it would not be offen-
sive to the senses.
The state legislature of 088, appointed a com-
mission, consisting of the Mayor of Chicago, two
members from the Illinois Valley, and two sena-
tors from Chicago, to investigate the question and
offer a solution. The policy of the state at this
time was to have a waterway to which the dis-
posal of the sewage was incidental. The commis-
sion framed a bill which was passed by the fol-
lowing legislature and became the present sani-
tary law. By this law was created the sanitary
district of Chicago, consisting of the city of Chi-
cago and considerable adjacent territory, benefited
by the drainage canal. The law makes the dis-
trict liable for damages between Lockport and the
Mississippi, arising from increased flow of water
down the valley, but allows the improvements of
the river to avoid all damages.
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For conveying a large volume of water, such as
the reasonable growth of the city will require, a
deep channel is economical and such a channel
can be used as a ship canal.
The sanitary district proposes to build a canal
of a capacity not less than 600,000 cubic feet per
minute, from Lake Michigan to some point on
the Desplaines, where the water can be released
into the public river. The canal to have a width
not less than one hundred and sixty feet, and a
depth not less than eighteen feet. To so design
the works from Lake Michigan to LaSalle as to
admit of future development for any additional
capacity. To remove state works at various
points on the Illinois river, and so improve the
lower river from LaSalle to the mouth, as to de-
velop, progressively, all .the depth practicable, by
aid of an increased water supply from Lake
Michigan.
The location of the line differs from the stak-
ing out of a railroad, in as much as surface fea-
tures cut no very great figure, for the excavation
of the underlying rock is the greater part of the
expense. Any probable error in the location of
a railroad can be corrected at sonrie future time at
an average expense of about twenty or twenty-
five thousand dollars per mile, while, on the canal,
nearly every mile means an outlay of about a
million. The extreme difficulty of economical loca-
tion necessitated extensive surveys and heavy en-
gineering expenses. These, however, are insig-
nificant when it is understood that the whole can
be saved on a single mile by choice of location.
Starting out from Chicago, the possible range of
location varies from a mile and a half down to a
half a mile in width, keeping all the time in the
river valley. For the first twenty-five miles,
reaching to near Lemont, the excavation is partly
in earth which has been deposited on the solid
rock floor of the ancient river. From Lamont to
Joliet, which is as far as is at present intended to
make an entirely artificial channel, the canal is
dug almost entirely from Niagara limestone.
Thus, after a lapse of over two centuries, since
Joliet first advanced the idea of an artificial con-
nection between the Lakes and the Gulf, and after
an expenditure of nearly twelve millions of dol-
lars, by state and government, to obtain such a con-
nection, with indifferent results, it remains for
Chicago, with her characteristic "I will," to take
up and finish a work which is worthy of her. To
build a canal which will swell the Father of wa-
ters one to two feet from Grafton to Cairo, and by
over half as much below.
J. R. LEIGHTY.
To pass away a pleasant hour,
Inclined to reminisce,
I tried, with tales of college life,
To please a winsome Miss.
I told of many a frolic wild,
Mad escapades galore;
Of " grinds " put up on fellow-men,
Of thirst for Freshman gore.
To all my wild, soul-stirring tale
She lent a charming ear,
And as I finished, thus she spoke:
"I wish you'd tell me dear,
Where are the teachers of your school,
That you should laugh and play,
And never of your lessons think,
Through all the live-long day ? "
—Botedoin Orient.
ALUMNI DEPARTMENT.
A STANDARD PLATE GIRDER BRIDGE,
M. C. R. R.
BY W. D. ELDER, '90.
In expectation of heavy traffic this year the
Michigan Central railroad is improving its line in
every way possible. Among these improvements
is the replacing of old pile bridges with plate gir-
ders, and a good example of these is the new four
span plate girder bridge recently erected over the
Kalamazoo river at Kalamazoo.
The work for the piers was commenced last
July. A large number of maple piles were driven
and their tops sawn off at the level of the river
bottom as soon as substantial coffer dams could
be built. 12"x12" caps surmounted the piles and
a floor of 8"x10" pieces formed the foundation for
the masonry. The three piers and two abutments
were completed, with the exception of cap stones
without disturbing the old bridge. Then the floor
of the old bridge was raised about four feet, being
shimmed up with 3"x12" planks, and the grade
was raised at either end of the bridge a similar
amount with earth, the new grade running out in
about 1,500 feet. The 65 ft. girders came entire
in pairs, resting on two cars each. The floor
beams, stringers and extra pieces came separately.
A light false-work was erected north of and
down stream from the old bridge, and on this the
new plate girder bridge was set up complete, in-
cluding ties, rails and guard rails. Under the
girders at each pier were placed two nests of 3"
iron rolle'rs, being ten sets in all, of about six roll-
ers in each, which rested on rx3" straps of iron
resting in turn on beams reaching from the false-
work to the stone piers. On the floor above were
placed four large capstans with ropes passing to
pulleys beneath the new bridge and thence to
posts fastened up stream beyond the old bridge.
Two hours and three-quarters were allowed for
the moving. Everything was ready the night be-
fore, and on the following morning, besides the
usual bridge crew, the section men from 30 miles
east and west and from the South Haven branch
were massed at this point. The Detroit accom-
modation went east at 7:15 and at 8:15 the floor
and stringers of the old bridge were in the river,
excepting such short pieces as would float away,
which were carried to land. Four men wound
each capstan, with an extra man to hold the rope,
and three men took charge of each nest of rollers.
Eighteen minutes was all that was required to
swing the bridge into place. The girders were
wedged to prevent their swinging on the rollers,
the rails were spliced at the ends and a small gap
at the east end blocked up, and at 9:15 the work
train backed onto the new bridge, and the work
of clearing up the debris commenced.
The following are some of the principal dimen-
sions of the new bridge:
Total length of girder, 65' 0".
Plate, " x5'x3".
Angles, 6"x6" reinforced in the center by three
plates e x14".
This gives us a total flange section at the center
of about 35.4 inches. I do not know what the
standard bridge load of the Michigan Central is,
but their. new ten wheel passenger engines weigh
something over sixty tons without the tender.
Taking the total weight as seventy tons and as
no more than one engine can be on the span at
once, one half of this, thirty-five tons, as a concen-
trated load at the center of the span will give us
a unit stress of 12,850 pounds. While the above
is a very rough guess it is sufficient to show that
the bridge is designed for a heavy load. The stiff-
eners are close enough together that but a fraction
of this load can give a shearing stress to the 23".6
of cross section of the plate.
The span is divided into five panels by the floor
beams, and the end panels into three and middle
panels into two sub-panels by the 3"3,c5" angles
and rx3" plates beneath them, which are used as
stiffeners.
The floor beams consist of 4"x4" angles and
rx36" plate. On the floor beams are placed string-
ers under the rails and within the girders, the
girders being 10 feet 9 inches, c.—c. The stringers
consist of 4"x5" angles and a rx24" plate. 3"x4"
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angles are used for lateral bracing, riveted to
inch plates at each end and at their intersection
in the center. The tops of the stringers are stead-
ied by 3"x3" angles passing over them from the
ends of the floor beams.
The ties are 3"x10"x15'.0 flat, and 14" c.—c., oak.
There are 8"x8" wooden guard rails 3' 2" outside
the rail and three steel guard rails inside. The
main rails are fastened with' r bolts, two in each
tie, passing through the tie and with heavy iron
washers on the under side of the tie the two bolts
crossing in the center of the tie.
NOTES.
The Buckley Electric and Manufacturing Com-
pany, of Kalamazoo, Michigan, are doing a great
business. The shop runs until 10 P. M. every
night, and sometimes lately until 7 A. M., in order
to fill orders for their small dynamos and motors.
Mr. F. J. Buckley, '91, is the electrical and me-
chanical engineer for the firm.
Mr. W. D. Elder, '90, is at present engaged on
one of the numerous plots which are being added
to the city. Mr. Elder is with the city engineer
of Kalamazoo, Mich. He favors us with an arti-
cle which appears in this issue.
Mr. H. G. Brownell, '86, has changed his ad-
dress to Irving Park, Chicago. He is still with the
Geo. E. Lloyd Electrical Company, which is hav-
ing good success with the electrical machinery
that he has designed for them.
Mr. G. R. Carothers, '91, has severed-his connec-
tion with the Honolulu Manual Training School,
Sandwich Islands, and is now superintendent of
the Tacoma Manual Training School, Washington.
Mr. C. B. Kidder, '88, is superintendent of one
of the barrel factories in this city.
Mr. W. J. Fogarty, '92, is assisting Mr. J. T.
Wilkin, '86, with the machinery for the blowers
that the latter has just had patented. They are
at present in Philadelphia, Pa.
Mr. W. A. Layman, '92, has been advanced to
assistant superintendent in the Wagner Electrical
Works, St. Louis. He spent a day at his home
in this city last week.
Mr. V. K. Hendricks, '89, was called to his home
in Indianapolis by the death of a sister. He ex-
pects to return to Fairhaven, Wash., some time
in February.
Mr. Ernst Laux, '92, is now in the draughting
department of the Westinghouse shops, and ex-
pects to be there a month longer.
Mr. R. W. Paige, '91, is located with the Julius
Pitzman Co., civil engineers, St. Louis. His ad-
dress is 615 Chestnut street.
Mr. W. S. Menden, '91, is at present engaged
with an elevated railway company on a survey
for a new line in Chicago.
Mr. Warren Hussey's address is 424 Madison
street, Waukegan, Ill. He is at present visiting
at his home in this city.
Mr. W. M. Wickham, '92, has changed his ad-
dress to 70 White Ave., Cleveland, Ohio.
Mr. J. G. Mack, '87, made Rose a short visit
recently.
Mr. R. F. Thompson, '90, has changed his ad-
dress to Helena, Montana.
Mr. E. G. Waters, '88, is visiting his home in
this city.
Mr. F. T. Hord, '88, who was recently elected to
the state legislature, frequently visits friends in
this city.
I can stand some coldish weather,
But I'm no Antarctic hero,
And can't stand the combination




ATHLETICS AT CORNELL UNIVERSITY.
E. F. FOLSOM, '92.
The wisdom and energy which has character-
ized the rapid growth of Cornell University into the
strength of full manhood, has not been alone in the
departments of literature, science and the mechanic
arts, but also in that of athletics. Physical de-
velopment is here recognized as an essential foun-
dation for complete mental growth, as the motto
in the gymnasium tells. "If, in gaining knowl-
edge, we destroy our health, we labor for a thing
that will be useless in our hands; he that sinks
his vessel by overloading it, though it be with
gold, and silver, and precious stones, will give its
owner but an ill account of his voyage."—Bacon.
Cornell University is situated on the eastern hill-
side of the Cayuga Lake Valley, some four hundred
feet above the head 'of the lake, and the natural ad-
vantages offered by the water and the ruggedness of
the country are favorable to athletic interests. The
gymnasium offers all the indoor advantages pos-
sible. Percy Field encourages track contests and
out-door games, while the lake gives every induce-
ment to the maintenance of a good navy. The
necessity of climbing the hill every day, in the
regular attendance upon University duties is a
blessing to every student, for even the indolent
acquire a certain chest and leg development,
whether they will or not.
The gymnasium here, as elsewhere, is quite
popular and is very generally used. At the pres-
ent time two hours a week are prescribed for both
Freshmen and Sophomores, military drill during
the fall and spring terms, with gymnasium work
during the winter. However, the order will be
somewhat changed at the beginning of the year
'93—'94, as the work required of Freshmen will be
four hours instead of two, while that of the Soph-
omores will be elective. Credit is given according
to merit, at the end of each term, the passing mark
in the department of athletics being the same as
that of any other department. All new students,
in the first year, must submit themselves to a
physical examination, and, should their condition
be fair, they are permitted to wear blue uniforms
and carry guns; if, on the contrary, they are un-
fit for drill, they are sent to join the class of
"physical wrecks," under the care of Mr. Lanni-
gen, the instructor in physical culture. There
is no time during the college year when some
men are not in regular training, and those who
are considered athletes are never out of training.
Very soon after the first of September the foot-
ball men begin to arrive, and immediately settle
down to regular training for the fall games. The
practice begins with easy field work, such as try-
ing points of the game for about fifteen minutes,
or, if the weather is too warm, simply running
for that length of time. The men begin all out
of training and the hardening of their systems
must be gradually and carefully accomplished.
Should there be enough men on the field, two
teams are formed and easy playing is done for
from fifteen to thirty minutes, this being usually
preceded by a few minutes of dropping on the
ball. For this last work the men form a large
circle, standing from ten to twenty feet apart; the
captain rolls a ball to his nearest man, who runs
toward and drops upon it, then passes it to the
next man, who repeats the performance. Enough
balls are kept in motion to insure each man being
active. The final work for the day is always a
dash from one goal line to that opposite. The
men then repair to the dressing rooms, where
they take a shower bath and lively rub down,
then walk to the training table at the Clinton
House. The field work begins as early in the af-
ternoon' as it is possible for the members of the
team to assemble, and it is usually five o'clock by
the time all of the men are out on the ground.
With each week the work increases until the first
fifteen minutes of easy work has become forty-five
of hard practice. During all this time the men
are undergoing a transformation, and at the end
of the first month are so toughened and hardened,
physically, as to be able to endure the roughest
kind of treatment at the hands of their oppo-
nents. One fact was particularly noticeable last
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fall, i. e., that while during the preliminary work
many men were injured, after the season of games
began, a man was seldom hurt.
Cornell plays a much quicker game than either
Yale or Harvard, and with better wind, tires out •
the opposing team and wins in the second half.
All members of the team must board at the train-
ing table, where they are under the especial care
of the crew coach, Mr. Charles E. Courtney. The
idea of the table is to give the men the food which
will best agree with the stomach and at the same
time compensate, in a measure, for the flesh
trained off. Very little is done in the way of
long walks, save occasionally ten or fifteen miles
over the hills on a Sunday morning, for each man
must ascend the four hundred feet to the campus
at least twice a day to attend his classes.
The work of the crew is carried on with the
same severity and earnestness that is character-
istic of the foot ball team. Candidates for the
Freshman crew begin training about December
first with easy dumb bell exercise and a short
indoor run each afternoon, and the work is com-
paratively light throughout the winter months.
Particular attention is paid to developing the
muscles of the back and chest and to increase the
wind. The men attack the rowing machines
early in January, rowing a half hour a day and
then taking the usual run. In January also the
candidates for the Varsity crew begin similar
work and soon the number of men is cut down
to sixteen for each crew, and a trifle later to
twelve. The final selection is not made until the
men have had some experience upon the water,
which does not happen until April, and some-
times not until the day before the race. Though
the men all abstain from stimulants, indigestible
food and late hours, they do not go to the train-
ing table until the first of April and from that
time until after the races Coach Courtney watches
them carefully and trains them severely. An ex-
ample will serve to illustrate his authority. Mr.
Daniel Upton was stroke of the crew in '90. One
week before the race be asked permission of the
coach to attend a reception, which request was
granted on the condition that he abstain from
eating or drinking and start home at ten o'clock.
•
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Naturally the time passed rapidly and the chimes
on the hill sounded 10:45 as he left the house.
Mr. Courtney met him at the door with the re-
mark: "You may as well return and enjoy the
remainder of the evening—you are dismissed
from the crew." And so he was, W. S. Dole pull-
ing stroke oar in the race. Such is the discipline
that has placed Cornell second to none upon the
water.
Contestants for positions upon the base ball
team begin work in the gymnasium in January
the cage being reserved for battery work, while
the other training consists essentially in games
of hand ball, now popular in Mexico and some-
what so • in England. As soon as the weather
permits daily practice is done at Percy Field
very similar to that on the Rose campus, but
much more severe. The captain has absolute
control over the men, and failure to report for
practice means immediate dismissal from the
team.
Much interest is now manifested in lacrosse,
particularly among the Canadian students, and
next year will probably witness Cornell active in
a lacrosse league. Should the ice be good the
game may he played upon skates, thus adding to
the interest because making it more difficult.
Track athletics are very popular here but the
contests occur between the classes and wholly
within the student body, for the University is re-
mote from the other great colleges, and has been
ruled out of the state inter-collegiate association
for the simple reason that it seldom left any
prizes for its adversaries. There are at this time
no less than eighty-eight men in training for
track athletics, many of whom are good "all
around" athletes. •
As yet Cornell has not been admitted to the
great college league, and will not be in the near
future unless she fights her way in, for with a
series of lame excuses all avoid her, hardly caring
to risk defeat at her hands. Already the great
trio, 'Harvard, Princeton and Yale, has been com-
pelled to acknowledge, much against its own will,
it is true, the equality of Cornell upon field and
water, and soon the invincible league must be the
"big four."
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ROSE POLYTECHNIC GYMNASIUM CLASS.
Polytechnic students are always ready to make
the most of circumstances. While the new gym-
nasium on the campus is being looked forward to
with eager anticipation by all lovers of physical
training, a class numbering about thirty has been
organized for work in the new Y. M. C. A. gym-
nasium under the instruction of F. B. Barnes, the
physical director. Several students have been
attending the regular classes since the opening of
the gymnasium and have quietly talked up the
desirability of a special clas3 from the Institute,
but no definite action was taken until January 31,
when quite a number responded to a call for a
meeting. Arrangements were soon made to have
the first drill at the gymnasium on Saturday even-
ing, February 4. Mr. Barnes has arranged for
Wednesday and Saturday evenings of each week
exclusively for Polytechnic students, the class
work to be from 8 to 9 o'clock.
The gymnasium, while not everything that
could be wished, particularly in size, is however,
fitted up with a very complete assortment of first-
class modern apparatus, with shower and tub
baths, on the same floor.
The uniform for the regular classes is the usual
quarter sleeve white shirt and long grey trousers,
with tennis slippers; but students entering the
special Polytechnic class will only be required to
have the tennis slippers and some kind of negli0
shirt.
General Secretary Jamieson has kindly made a
membership rate of three dollars for the remain-
der of the school year. A physical examination
by the director is required of all applicants for ad-
mission to classes, in order that an exact record of
individual improvement may be kept.
In the article, "Tennis," published in the Jan-
uary TECHNIC, two errors were noticed too late to
be avoided. The following corrections to be made
near the commencement of the article are there-
fore .submitted, referring to the racket following
the ball: "This makes it a case of elastic collision ; "
and further, "That foot must go forward to catch
the body in its onward motion, which is on the
side opposite to the ball."
The following paragraph from the revised rules
of the Intercollegiate Football Association has
been the subject for favorable and adverse criti-
cism, not only among the colleges belonging to
the Association, but in athletic circles generally:
" No member of a graduate department or a
special student shall be eligible to the football
teams of colleges in the association, nor any grad-
uate who has registered or attended lectures or
recitations at any other university or college, nor
any undergraduate who is now pursuing a course
for a degree requiring an attendance of at least
three years."
IN BROADER FIELDS.
The athletic association directors of Purdue are
to bestow special medals on Purdue students who
break records made last field day. As the old gold
and black was a close second last year and is stead-
ily improving in athletic achievements a reminder
to neglect none of our preparatory training is cer-
tainly in order.
From the experience of the past season with
western football teams, Prof. Stagg makes a sweep-
ing criticism on the manner of play in this section
of the country. The one great fault upon which
he lays special stress, both in offensive and de-
fensive play, is slowness on the part of individual
players.
The mark of distinction by which students at
L. S., Jr., who excel in athletic contests or in team
games are known, consists of one of three styles of
sweater with the letter "S." At present twenty-
five men enjoy the privilege of wearing such.
An eight-oared aluminum shell is racing at pres-
ent in course of construction at Philadelphia for
the Cornell crew. It is to be sixty-two feet long
and will weigh one hundred and seventy-five
pounds.
The suggestion that the critical base ball game
for the state championship be played at Indian-
apolis is favorably considered by nearly all the
colleges in the association.
Ira Wynecoop, of Wabash, and Finney, of Pur-
due, will captain the foot ball teams of their re-
spective colleges.
Freshie made a T2,
Squared it with his eye,
Thought that he could C2,
Saying with a sigh,
That it ought to B2,
"Square enough," but still,
They but seldom R2
Made by Freshie's skill.
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The expense account of the Wesleyan foot ball
team amounted to nearly four thousand dollars,
the season ending with a deficit of one hundred
dollars.
Worcester P. I. was well represented in the ath-
letic games held under the auspices of the Worces-
ter Athletic Club, Feb. 4th.
The Quinn brothers, of Minneapolis, are the
prospective battery for I. U. ball team.
The base ball schedule for N. W. I. A. has been
arranged. The association includes the universi-
ties of Michigan,Wisconsin, Minnesota and North-
western.
Frank A. Hinkey, Yale's left end during the
past season, has been elected captain of the Yale
foot ball team for the season of '93.
Wabash has a new physical director in the per-
son of Mr. E. G. Horton, Cornell, '91.
ROSE LEAVES.
• A POWER—FULL TALE.
The story then is simple,
Simple as can B,
Freshie backed his judgment
With a verdant V.
SENIOR ENTERTAINMENT.
Messrs. George W. Cable and Eugene Field are
to give readings from their works in the opera
house on the 7th of March, under the auspices of
the Senior class. Mr. Field is the famous poet-
journalist, and without doubt he will be greeted
by a large audience. The Philadelphia Enquirer
says of him: "As a writer, Mr. Field is favorably
known. The celebrated humorist has earned a
brilliant place on the lecture platform, and is al-
ready a master of the art of amusing an audience."
Mr. Cable is well known as a novelist and reader,
and those who have read The Century are well ac-
quainted with his beautiful Creole stories.
"Mr. Cable reads dialect with all the persuasive
and pervasive charm of the Southern negro and
Creole people."—Boston Globe.
But even money couldn't
Make the "square" a T;
Freshie's making kindling wood,
To the tune of D-!!!
M.
Every student should go to this entertainment
and he should take some one along to share the
pleasure, first, because he cannot afford to miss
such a treat, and second, because he will help to
swell the gymnasium fund.
The prices will be 75 cents in the lower floor
and 50 cents in the family circle.
The wood shop recently purchased specimens
of some fifteen or twenty different kinds of wood
in the log; an attempt will be made to split some
of these into forms suitable fol testing purposes.
If the test-pieces are split from the log and not
sawed, the grain will be followed exactly, which
will give the maximum strength of the wood.
Orchestra concert, Friday evening, March 10th.
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SEVENTY-FIVE THOUSAND DOLLARS.
By the terms of the will of the late Josephus
Collett, probated Tuesday afternoon, Feb. 21st,
Rose Polytechnic Institute receives $75,000, and
all his books pertaining to archwology, together
with all his geological, ethnological and archteo-
logical cabinets and specimens, valued at from
$20,000 to $30,000. Always deeply interested in
the welfare of our Institute during his life, and a
most active worker in its behalf, Mr. Collett pro-
vided that it should share generously of his prop-
erty after his death. At this early date it cannot
be said authoritatively to what purpose this mag-
nificent gift will be applied, but it is generally
conceded that the Board of Managers will appro-
priate it for the erection and additional equipment
of a new physical and mechanical laboratory.
This has long been considered the greatest need
of the Institute, the present location of the phys-
ical laboratory in the second story of the college
building is a poor one and not at all conducive to
the best scientific research. The firm founda-
tions essential to the accurate working of delicate
instruments cannot now be obtained, and the
cramped quarters of the combined physical and
electrical departments impairs their efficiency. It
is also highly desirable to remove the testing ma-
chines and appliances from the shop, both to give
more room for the expansion of the practical man-
ual work and to get away from the jar and dirt of
the machine room, to have in reality a mechani-
cal laboratory where the advanced work may not
be interfered with by the exercises of shop-prac-
tice. It is probable—but this is not official—that
a building costing about $50,000 will be erected,
and the remaining $25,000 used in purchasing new
equipments. The site of this building, which will
of course be of no inconsiderable size, we shall not
pretend to locate, although it is not desirable to
get too far away from the steam supply. Should
these new laboratories be constructed, much addi-
tional room will be made in the college building
by the removal of the physical department, and
also in the shops after the testing machines are
taken out, and in consequence accommodations
for an increased number of students will be pro-
vided. Thus it can readily be seen that this be-
quest will cause quite a change in R. P. I. life an.
work. What disposition will be made of the vani
ous collections is not now known.
Y. M. C. A. NOTES.
Since its reorganization, the Young Men's Chris
tian Association has been endeavoring to carry o
an aggressive work. On last Saturday evening
the first of a series of socials was given to the stu
dents at the city association rooms. Through th;
kindness of the directors the entire building wa-
given over to the Poly students, and each an.
every one seemed to have had a good time. Th;
success of the remaining entertainments is an as
sured fact, if the first can be taken as a criterion
Too much praise cannot be bestowed upon th
young ladies, who braved the inclement weathe
and gladly assisted the committee in entertain
ing the visitors. Games and college songs wen
indulged in, after which the doors to the assembl
room were thrown open and all went in and par
took of light refreshments. Singing by the Paige
Weinstein quartette, composed of Misses Harrie
and Blossom Paige, Carrie and Alice Weinstein
was heartily applauded, as were also the solos b)
Miss Harriet Paige. About 10:30 the crowd be
gan to disperse, all agreeing that it was one of th;
most enjoyable entertainments of the season.
The Poly gymnasium class now numbers ove
twenty, and more are expected to join. Thos:
who anticipate entering the field day sports ea
not afford to miss this chance for training
The class meets every Wednesday and Saturda
evenings. Special rates have been made to th:
Poly students.
It is the intention of the Association to supple
ment at least one rgular meeting in each mont
with some prominent speaker. These talks will b:
both interesting and instructive.
Mr. Ogden, President of DePauw Y. M. C. A.
gave a splendid talk to the boys at the regula
Saturday evening meeting on February 4th.
Regular meeting of the Association every Sat
urday evening from 7:15 to 8 P: M. Everybod
cordially invited.




The following thesis subjects have been chosen
by the members of the senior class: .
Experiments with alternate currents. McG regor
and Hart.
A repetition of the experiments of Tesla, Thom-
as, and others, in alternating currents of high
frequency and potential, with original work, if
possible. Dale, assisted by Haley, P. G.
Shearing strength of metals. A. M. Hood, R.
E. Huthsteiner.
Efficiency-test of the lighting plant of the Terre
Haute House. T. W. Ross, W. G. Hesser.
Efficiency-test of the Westinghouse engine at
the shops. C. E. Albert, W. H. Albert.
Electrolysis. Johonnott, McDermott.
The determination of the resistance of different
liquids flowing in tubes. M. E. Becker.
Electric Welding. Burgess Allen, R. D. Val-
entine.
Investigations of the elastic fatigue of wires.
Wenzel and Rice.
Dynamometric tests on belts. Waite.
Duty test of the Worthington fire pump, and
comparison of its efficiency with that of other
pumps. Rose and Klotz.
THE SOPHOMORE BANQUET.
The '95 banquet held Tuesday evening, Febru-
ary 21st, was a source of double bliss; a beautiful
scrimmage to reach the Terre Haute, in addition
to the usual reminiscent state of feeling induced
by an unstinted indulgence in the tempting vi-
ands found and provided at so much per plate.
From the kindliest of motives, little had been
said of the coming festivities, since it was not
wished to wound the sensibilities of the Fresh-
men who were not invited, their string of tro-
phies being, as yet, too small to obtain recognition
by the Sophomoric lairds. This delicacy was un-
appreciated; the delicacies of the table haunted
the eyes and the slight was uncondoned. From
mount and vale sounded the tocsin of the mighty
clan, which has gathered in the province since
September last. Warriors buckled on their ar-
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mor, and with one long, soulful glance at C.
Smith's Algebra, household idol of the race, they
sallied forth. Spies were set over divers strong-
holds of the enemy and one castle was put in a
state of seige, which was only broken by the ar-
rival of a rescuing party. Finally, however,
after various brushes with the wild attacking
party, the banqueters reached their hall, one man
short. He had been captured, and, after an im-
prisonment of two hours in a donjon keep, was
escorted to the festive scene, and none the worse
for his long detention, was thrust into the corri-
dor, bearing two scrolls of defiance from the val-
iant captors. The portcullis fell with a thud,
but just too late to catch the fleeing vassals of
the escorting party. The war councils of the re-
united Sophomores are not yet subjects of the min-
strel's song. All is cheer and comfort in the ban-
quet hall and the hours soon pass in the mingled
mirth, eloquence and music.
NOTES OF THE EVENING.
Was the "soup" referred to, Mr. Baur's "Con-
somme, Neapolitan"? If so, it would have been
more logically correct to have said "the soup was
in the Sophs."
From the numerous stories afloat the next
morning, some of the interested parties must
have sat down upon several men at once, at the
same time gently rocking several more to sleep in
their arms.
It was a picnic for the city dailies.
Even the unoffending Juniors were indiscrim-
inately accused of helping both Sophs. and Fresh-
men. The same man, in many cases, coming in
for abuse from both parties.
Fame is sometimes sought in vain for a life-
time, in other cases thrust upon one in a day, as
a prominent Sophomore will attest.
"Pipe lines" were in great demand.
The newspaper accounts were the creations of
fertile minds.
We wonder who the artist is.
DIFFERENTIALS,
The R. P. I. button finally got there.
This is thesis week with the Seniors.
Almost all of the Freshmen are doing pattern-
work.
R. W. Beebes, '96, was visited recently by his
father.
Prof. Kirchner was in Indianapolis the last of
January.
The Senior trip has evidently been postponed
indefinitely.
Speed, '94, spent two days last week at his home
in Louisville.
The weather—well, the editorial board prefers
not to commit itself.
Means, '96, was recently favored by a visit
from his mother and a sister.
President Burroughs, of Wabash College visited
the Institute on February 4thl
Did you ever see any one quite so independent
as a Senior during thesis week?
The general assemblies held last week, were the
first called by a member of the Faculty in two
years.
Some one said that the Poly Y. M. C. A. class
in physical culture should be called the "Hera-
klides."
The College Press Association will meet in In-
dianapolis, March 10th, the day of the oratorical
contest.
"Mud.—Earth, wet, soft and adhesive."—Web-
ster. North end sidewalks come in the list of
synonyms.
Ice tennis wasn't altogether a success, although
some of the fellows seemed to be able to "cut"
tolerably well.
It was, of course, a Junior who proposed chang-
ing the name of a well-known hymn to "Throw
out the pipe-line."
G. W. and his hatchet were lost sight of on the
22d in the thrilling tales of mighty achievements
of the night before.
While the campus was still covered with snow,
some enterprising Freshman decorated it by step-
ping off several huge '96s.
Prof. Hathaway has prepared some notes on
Analytical Geometry of Three Dimensions, for
the use of the Sophomore Class.
The base ball committee has issued a manifesto
setting forth the need of immediate work and
calling for candidates for the team.
Robinson and Speed, '95, have both gone home
on account of sickness. Troxler, who has been
seriously ill, is rapidly- improving.
The city Y. M. C. A. rooms are becoming a fa-
vorite down town "office" for our men, and the
hotel keepers rejoice greatly thereat.
The Freshman Class recently experienced its
final examinations in geometry. Oliver, Waite &
Jones' Trigonometry is to be used this year.
New drawing tables are being built for the
machine design room—their most noticeable fea-
ture is the large, massive wrought-iron foot-rest.
The Juniors are to have a rest from scientific
German, and will soon take up some English
work to be made the subject of several "write
ups."
Every one is delighted to see Miss Smith back
in the Library. There was a noticeable decrease
in the number of books taken out, during her ab-
sence!
This is the time of year when every engineer
in the city is wondering whether it will be his
" horse-luck" to have his plant tested by "them
Polys."
The rather unusual sight of tennis on skates
was presented at the Institute early in the month.
Is this the fine tennis weather which Prof. Hath-
away was hoping for?
• The first week of the gymnasium class " devel-
oped " an amazing quantity of spare muscle in
the anatomy of the members. A rise in the lin-
iment market was looked for, but the supply was
large and prices remained firm.
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The report that Carothers, '91, had established
a protectorate over the Sandwich Islands, was not
official. Our alumni notes say that he has re-
turned to this country.
Harvey Meadows, who left '94 in the Freshman
year, to take a position on a government survey
in the west, expects to resume his studies in Rose
at the beginning of the spring term.
Washington's birthday was duly honored by
the Institute; we have not heard of the casual-
ties in the neighboring colleges, where things us-
ually go with a high hand on this day.
Prof. R. L. Mc. is very anxious that some of
the Seniors should take for a thesis subject, "Ex-
periments on the breaking strength of ice;" he
thinks he could give them some valuable assist-
ance. -
Carl McCulloch expects to arrive in this city
about the second week in March to spend a few
days on the old scenes. The medical college
which he is attending closes for the year early in
March.
The projected new walk, to follow the line of
the steam pipes to the shops, will give much
more available space on the athletic field. The
trees bordering the old walk will, in all probabil-
ity, be cut down.
The Senior class made a mistake in not having
Lottie Collins on their course; aS an easily avail-
able substitute for Miss Collins' eccentric dance,
one might suggest a combination of a timid young
lady and a mouse.
Pendant que le chevalier lui revetait son
annure," was translated by a Junior thus: "While
the cavalier revealed to her his love." He evi-
dently hasn't as good a hold on the French lan-
guage as might be " wushed."
A harmless Freshman, who has become very
much mixed in regard to what privileges a col-
lege man may enjoy, was looking at a cartoon,
about a game of foot ball between Yale and Vas-
sar, in a comic paper not long ago when he aston-
ished those present by asking innocently, "Why,
what kind of girls are those at Vassar who would
play foot ball with Yale men ?"
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A popular city divine, in a recent sermon,
struck clear out from the shoulder at the prac-
tice of Sunday studying. A number of our fel-
lows have followed his advice, so far as it applied
to stopping Sunday work.
W. H. and C. E. Albert have returned to the
Institute from their home in Cincinnati, where
they were called by sickness and death in the
family; they have the sincere sympathy of many
friends in their affliction.
Dr. Mees says that the Institute clock will only
run eight days, but that if he had one which would
run longer, he •would attempt to determine the
time required to come from the Terre Haute
House to the Institute, via the street cars.
Professors Mees and Gray have commenced a
series of experiments with the large magnet; also
some transformer tests. And the apparatus is
just completed for a series of tests upon the " fa-
tigue " of wires subjeCted to continuous torsional
vibrations.
While the newspapers are devoting columns
to the crinoline or no crinoline discussion, the
average Poly calmly crumples these papers up,
starts his fire, and as the cheering warmth • per-
vades the room, wonders whether last summer's
suit will last another season out.
He could not have been a civil or a chemic, for
when he was caught with his arm—well, you can
imagine the rest—he explained it by saying, that
as she talked, his heart beats so resembled the
throbbing of the Westinghouse engine that he in-
stinctively reached for the "waist."
Quite a large number of students attended the
reception of President and Mrs. Duncan at Coates
College Friday evening Feb. 3d. Some were so
fortunate as to receive two or three invitations,
which indicates a degree of popularity that might
be fatal, if this were not the mid-winter term,
with no examinations ahead.
It is to be hoped that the matter of the school
button is finally settled. At a general .meeting
held some two weeks ago, it was decided to adopt
a square rose and white enamel button, seven-
sixteenths of an inch square, with no letters on
the face, and a committee consisting of Waite,
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'93, chairman, Anderson, '94, and Comfort, '95,
was appointed to have entire charge of all fur-
ther arrangements necessary for the manufacture
of the button. The committee held its first
meeting recently, and the manufacture of the but-
ton was intrusted to Mr. Froeb of this city.
There is some. Comfort in thinking that now
we won't have to Waite for the button long.
One of the pleasantest social events of the season
was the reception tendered to their boarders and
their friends, by Mr. and Mrs. W. C. Lawes, of North
Ninth Street, on the evening of February 14th.
Progressive pedro was the principal order of the
evening. Messrs. Hildreth and Smith held the
head table for eight straight games, winning the
honors; upon a cut Mr. Hildreth captured the
favor, Mr. A. M. Hood coming in for the consola-
tion prize. Elegant refreshments were served.
Those present were Messrs. Fuller, Mory, Rowe,
A. M. Hood, McCulloch, Smith, Jaseph, Manning,
Blinks, McTaggart, Holt, Royse, E. K. Hood, M.
C. Andrews, Crockwell, Fuller, Huthsteiner, San-
som and Hildreth.
Suggestions for thesis subjects:
"An accurate determination of the Normal
components of the flunk-producing stress." A--en.
"A calculation of the exact number of years
required for the raising of a mustache." C. E.
- - b - rt.
"A measurement of the amount of energy re-
quired to get up a Poly dance." Mc - - - g- r.
"A method of bi-filar Auspension of hoop-skirts."
W - - te.
"As to the feasibility of using an emery-wheel
for shaving purposes." H - - t.
"A study of harmonics in the human laugh."
- - en - i - e.
"Shearing stress as applied to hair cuts."
H - - d.
"Efficiency test of various anti-fats on the
market." B - - k - r.
"Determination of kinetic energy by a poke in
the ribs." H - th er.
"Value of g. in the presiding officer's chair at
general assemblies." K - - - z.
"Calculation of diagonal component of attrac-
tion across Terre Haute streets." H - ss - r.
"Strains upon retaining walls under volume
of sound at orchestral rehearsals." J- h - n - -sen.
"Proper use of a curling iron." R - as.
Rag chewing, possible applications to paper
manufacture." W. H. A.
"Calculations of the celebrated 'pretzel' curve."
W - - tz - - 1.
"Installation and maintenance of pipe lines."
R - s
"Construction of sewers with especial reference
to the disposal of sewer gas." M - t h.
"On the equilibration of mustaches, necessary
number of twirls to obtain equipose, etc." D - 1 -.
"Development of a series for the computation
of minimum number of note books required for
a four years course." J - h - n - tt.
Wearing qualities of McKinley Tin." McD.
He had bragged about his shop-work
For several hours or more,
When she asked with a smile of pity,
"Do they teach all the Freshmen to bore?"
It is not at the close of their daily devotions,
But at close of the "season's " gay follies and notions,
That society maidens of thirty and ten,
Look up sadly, and sighing, then whisper, "ah, men!"
—Brunnnian.
THE COLLEGE WORLD.
Oberlin has twenty-nine tennis courts in its
campus.
A Press Club has been organized at Cornell
Uni versity:
A Wesleyan Alumni Club has been organized
in Berlin, Germany.
A fellowship in English Literature has been es-
tablished at Wabash. •
The equipment of Sibley College, Cornell, has
been greatly increased.
There is talk of publishing a monthly literary
magazine at Columbia.
There are eight hundred American students at
the University of Berlin.
A new technical high school has been opened
in Birmingham, England.
Harvard won in the joint debate with Yale, at
Cambridge, January 18th.
A four years course in physical culture has
been established at Harvard.
The students of Vassar intend to present a
Greek play early in the spring.
It is said that in the future the Harvard Glee
Club will make no western trips.
Lehigh University is to have a two thousand
dollar Electrical Laboratory building.
The athletic teams of the University of Penn-
sylvania are to have a salaried manager.
A boating club with a capital of $4,500, has
been formed at the University of Wisconsin.
The city of Paris, France, paid $76,790 last
year for manual training in its public schools.
Yale College has had but twelve presidents
during its nearly two hundred years of existence.
President Harrison has been offered the posi-
tion of non-resident professor of law at Stanford.
When I questioned young Smithson a short time ago
Why no longer he courted Miss B.,
He looked at me strangely and smiled just a bit,—
"The reason's a parent!" cried he.
—Wesleyan Argus.
Dr. Coulter, of I. U., has been elected president
of the Indiana College Association for the coming
year.
Indiana University may well be proud of the
active work and the excellent reputation of her
Faculty.
Fifty of the members of the Faculty of the
University of Michigan are graduates of that in-
stitution.
Leland Stanford has a laboratory for research
in Marine Biology, located on the Pacific coast, at
Monterey.
Dartmouth will have a College reunion in the
New Hampshire building some time during the
World's Fair.
Grinnell College, Iowa, requires a standing of
80 per cent., of all students taking part in ath-
letic contests.
The Russian government has given $200,000
for the founding, in St. Petersburg, of a medical
school for women.
The Cleveland alumni of the W. P. I., have re-
quested that the alumni be represented on the
Board of Trustees.
Yale has an infirmary for sick students. There
are thirtj-two rooms and a full corps of trained
nurses and attendants.
The courses at the Worcester Polytechnic In-
stitute, have been changed from three and one-
half years to four years.
Senator Proctor, of Vermont, will probably in-
troduce a bill into the Senate looking to the es-
tablishment of a national University at Washing-
ton. The bill is said to be a very practical one.
"Will you drop into my mitten?"
Said the fielder to the fly.
"No, I thank you," said the spheroid,
As he passed the fielder by.
"My skin is very tender
And your mitten's hard and tough,
And though I fear you may object,
I think I'll use a muff."
—Williams Weekly.
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The Yale Glee and Banjo Clubs, on their recent
western trip, gave ten concerts, at which there
were an aggregate of nearly twenty thousand peo-
ple present.
Dr. W. T. Harris, United States Commissioner
of Education, in his annual report for the year
ending June 30, '92, gives the number of pupils
enrolled, as 13,203,170.
A change in the old form of commencement
exercises is being asked by the senior classes of
colleges all over the country. A change here at
Rose would be very acceptable.
The Faculty of Yale have decided to punish
the Freshmen class for recent acts of rowdyism,
by refusing them permission to take part in in-
tercollegiate base ball during the coming season.
The Engineering Magazine, The Engineering Re-
cord, The American Engineer and Railroad Journal,
The Electrical World and The Western Electrician
are among the recent additions to our exchanges.
The Sophomore class of Wabash have agreed not
to study Analytical Geometry, and although their
petition has been refused by the Faculty, they
say that they will become " specials" if the peti-
tion is not granted.
The Harvard Faculty have reconsidered their
action prohibiting the Freshman and Sophomore
organizations from giving public exhibitions, and
have given them permission to give three per-
formances each college year.
The new Princeton Hospital will probably be
finished by the first of June. The building will
have accommodations for seventy-six students.
The rooms designed for students are in suites,
each suite consisting of a study and a connecting
bed-room.
A new military school, for the study of tech-
nical electricity, is contemplated in St. Peters-
burg, Russia. The city has given a site and
money amounting to $92,480; the minister of
public instruction, $10,460; and the minister of
war, $48,840.
The following has been adopted by the Faculty
of Princeton:
WHEREAS, It appears that there has been a
strong growing student sentiment • against the
practice of cheating at examinations, and further
that the students desire to have the examinations
so conducted as to be put upon their honor as
gentlemen,
Resolved, That until due notice is given to the
contrary, there shall be no supervision at exami-
nations, each student simply at the end of his
paper subscribing to the following declaration: "I
pledge my honor as a gentleman that during this
examination I have neither given nor received
assistance."
Mrs. Gruf out Shylock's Shylock
In a manner quite unique,
For she takes from every boarder
A pound of flesh per week.
A WAIL.
We cram to come,
We stay to dig,
We grind then lest we leave;
The air is full of plaintive sighs
That sixty freshmen heave.
—College Folio.
—Bruportion.
